Zusammenfassung
Papierchromatographische Analysen von PolyphenolVerbindungen an Nadeln von Artbastarden der Subsektion
Sylvestres erwiesen sich für die Anwendung bei ZüchtungsProgrammen und anderen Untersuchungen geeignet. Die
chromatographischen Muster der F, enthalten im allgemeinen alle Substanzen, die beiden Elternarten gemeinsam
sind. Bei keinem Besipiel war aber das Hybridmuster eine
einfache Summierung der Muster beider Elternarten. Verbindungen, die in einem der Elternarten nicht vorhanden
waren, kamen aber bei vielen Bastarden vor. Diese „Bastard"-Verbindungen waren wiederum charakteristisch für
andere Sylvestres-Arten. Dies weist auf eine gewisse genetische Homogenität eines polygenen Systems der Phenolsynthese innerhalb der Subsektion hin.
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The use of chemical characters in systematic studies is
not new, but the development and refinement of chromatographic methods have greatly aided the study of the distribution of natural organic compounds within and among
plant taxa. In the genetic approach to plant taxonomy,
useful information has been obtained through studies of
the secondary, or intermediate, metabolites of plants such
as terpenes, alkaloids, and phenols.
Phenolic compounds are especially well-suited to empirical surveys of variation at lower taxonomic levels
because of their diverse chemical and ghysical properties
and the rather restricted taxonomic distribution of individual compounds. One explanation for the extreme
variability in the distribution of plant phenols is that they
have evolved more recently than basic metabolites and
l ) This work represents a portion of a dissertation presented to
the Faculty of the Graduate School of Yale University in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy.
The author is grateful to the many people throughout the world
who provided materials and advice or otherwise aided in the
completion of this study. The assistance of these scientists represents the true Spirit of international cooperation.

have not been subjected to such rigorous selection pressures as Sugars, amino-acids, and organic acids. But the
physiological functions of most phenolic compounds are
either unknown or disputed and this makes difficult the
development of theories to explain the selective advantage
of individual compounds.
Research on the action of plant phenols as phytoalexins
in diseased plant tissue (CRUICKSHANK
and P ERRIN , 1964;
H ARE, 1966) and as regulators and inhibitors of plant growth
(SHANTZ, 1966) indicates that many of these compounds are
physiologically active.
Regardless of whether the genetic mechanism responsible
for this variation is natural selection, random genetic drift,
or mutation with subsequent reproductive isolation, 'plant
phenols are potentially useful for studies of natural variation.
While there has been much interest in the phenolic
constituents of wood, particularly their role in lignin formation and the inhibition of fungi and bacteria, there have
been few systematic studies utilizing the phenolic compounds in the foliage of forest trees. Qualitative intraspecific variation in phenolic compounds from the foliage
of Picea, Salix, and Populus was reported by BÖRTITZ
(1962,
Silvae Genetica 21, 3-4 (1972)

